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Abstract In the present study, we examined whether people
can update a map-acquired spatial representation. The partic-
ipants learned a spatial layout from a map displayed on a
computer screen, and then performed spatial judgments at a
novel position either in the same room (Exp. 1) or in a distal
room (Exp. 2). They were required to imagine the spatial
layout from a perspective aligned with the learning direction,
aligned with their facing direction during testing, or toward a
novel direction misaligned with the two directions mentioned
above. In both the immediate and nonimmediate environ-
ments, the participants performed better from the learning di-
rection than from the novel direction, and also performed bet-
ter from the facing direction than from the novel direction.
These results reveal that people establish an orientation-
specific spatial representation through map learning, and that
they can update a map-acquired representation during
locomotion.

Keywords Map learning . Spatial updating .Memory
alignment effect . Sensorimotor alignment effect

Maps are an effective tool for helping people acquire spatial
knowledge and navigate in novel environments. When you
plan a journey to a novel city, the first thing you might do is

read a map of that city. However, your map-acquired spatial
knowledge may not guarantee efficient navigation. For exam-
ple, most maps are oriented north up, so you need to know
which direction in the environment is north, to align your
map-acquired spatial knowledge to the surroundings in order
to infer the direction of a goal location. On the contrary, if
someone has acquired spatial knowledge from living in the
city for some time, he or she can typically tell the direction to a
goal location from any perspective, without first referring to a
specific direction (such as north).

These phenomena were investigated in studies in the
1980s, with the conclusion that spatial representations ac-
quired from maps were orientation-specific, whereas spatial
representations derived from direct experience of the environ-
ment were orientation-free (Evans & Pezdek, 1980; Presson,
DeLange, & Hazelrigg, 1989; Presson & Hazelrigg, 1984;
Sholl, 1987). For example, Presson and Hazelrigg had partic-
ipants learn four-point paths by viewing maps (map condi-
tion), by directly viewing the paths (look condition), or by
walking along the paths blindfolded (walk condition). Then,
participants were blindfolded and wheeled to a location on the
path, with their facing directions either aligned or contraligned
(i.e., 180 deg different) with the learning perspective, and they
were asked to point to other locations on the path. In the look
and walk conditions, the participants had equivalent perfor-
mance from the aligned and contraligned perspectives (ab-
sence of an alignment effect). But in the map condition, the
participants performed significantly worse when they were
contraligned with the learning perspective than when they
were aligned with that perspective (an alignment effect). The
result was interpreted as showing that spatial representations
derived from primary learning (e.g., viewing and/or walking
in the immediate environment) and secondary learning (e.g.,
learned through representations of the environment, such as a
map, or language) were different in their orientation
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specificity. Specifically, it was proposed that after primary
learning, people established an orientation-free spatial repre-
sentation that could be equally accessed from any direction,
whereas after secondary learning, people established an
orientation-specific spatial representation, which was easier
to retrieve from the learning direction than from any other
direction.

However, later studies indicated that (1)the spatial repre-
sentation established after primary learning is also orientation-
specific (e.g., Mou & McNamara, 2002; Shelton &
McNamara, 2001) and (2)the absence of an alignment effect
in the studies by Presson et al. (1989) might have been due to
spatial updating, which enables people to keep track of target
objects when they move to the contraligned perspective
(Roskos-Ewoldsen, McNamara, Shelton, & Carr, 1998;
Sholl & Nolin, 1997; Waller, Montello, Richardson, &
Hegarty, 2002). For example, after participants had viewed
the same four-point paths that had been used by Presson
et al., Waller et al. asked them either to stay in the learning
location and keep facing the learning direction (stay condi-
tion) or to walk to the to-be-tested location and face the to-
be-tested direction (direct walk condition). Participants in the
stay condition performed better from the test heading aligned
with the learning perspective than from the contraligned per-
spective, whereas participants in the direct-walk condition
performed equivalently from the two perspectives.

Recent studies have further separated orientation-specific
memory from the spatial-updating process by dissociating the
memory-aligned perspective and the sensorimotor-aligned
perspective (Avraamides & Kelly, 2010; Kelly, Avraamides,
& Loomis, 2007; Mou, McNamara, Valiquette, & Rump,
2004). In the study by Kelly et al. (2007), after learning a
spatial layout, blindfolded participants rotated in place to face
a direction different from the learning perspective. Then they
performed judgments of direction from three imagined per-
spectives that were either aligned with the original study view
(memory aligned), aligned with their physical facing direction
at test (sensorimotor-aligned), or misaligned with both the
facing direction at test and the original study view
(misaligned). Participants pointed with greater angular errors
and longer latencies from the misaligned perspective than
from the memory-aligned perspective (a memory alignment
effect), suggesting that the participants encoded the spatial
layout with a reference direction that was parallel to their
viewing direction during learning. Performance from the
misaligned perspective was also inferior to that from the
sensorimotor-aligned perspective (a sensorimotor alignment
effect), suggesting that the participants updated their spatial
representation when rotating to the novel facing direction.
Kelly et al. proposed that the coexistence of memory and
sensorimotor alignment effects was compatible with current
theories of spatial cognition (especially with Mou et al., 2004;
Sholl, 2001), which suggested that two systems influence

people’s performance when they locate a target object in the
immediate environment: The memory system encodes the
orientation-specific spatial memory with a reference direction
parallel to the learning perspective, and the updating system
codes and updates object locations while an individual moves
in that environment.

Although substantial progress has been made in under-
standing the spatial representations acquired from primary
learning, our understanding of map-acquired spatial represen-
tations remains limited. If the absence of an alignment effect
after primary learning is due to the spatial-updating process,
then does the presence of an alignment effect after map learn-
ing necessarily mean that people cannot update a map-
acquired representation? The answer may be no. In previous
studies or map learning (e.g., Presson et al., 1989; Presson &
Hazelrigg, 1984; Richardson,Montello, &Hegarty, 1999), the
alignment effect was tested by comparing the map-aligned
perspective to the contraligned perspective. If we analyze the-
se two perspectives with the terms used by Kelly et al. (2007),
we find that the aligned perspective is both memory-aligned
(participants were aligned with the learning perspective) and
sensorimotor-aligned (participants made judgments from a
perspective parallel to their facing direction), whereas the
contraligned perspective is sensorimotor-aligned (participants
made judgments from a perspective parallel to their facing
direction) but memory-contraligned (participants faced a di-
rection 180 deg different from the learning perspective). The
comparison between aligned and contraligned perspectives in
these earlier studies was actually a comparison between
memory-aligned and memory-contraligned perspectives,
while maintaining a sensorimotor-aligned perspective in both
conditions. This suggests two alternative explanations of the
observed alignment effect. First, people might have
established an orientation-specific representation from the
learning perspective, but failed to update it while moving to
the contraligned perspective. Second, people might have
established and updated an orientation-specific representation,
but they might have accumulated error during the updating
process while moving to the contraligned perspective.

Moreover, studies of another type of secondary learning
have indicated that people can update spatial representations
derived from spatial language (Avraamides, Loomis, Klatzky
& Golledge, 2004; Loomis, Lippa, Klatzky, & Golledge,
2002). Therefore, it seems likely that people can update
map-acquired representations as well. In order to test this hy-
pothesis, in the present study we followed the paradigm used
by Kelly et al. (2007). After learning a map from one direc-
tion, participants faced a different direction and were tested
from memory-aligned (a perspective parallel to the learning
direction), sensorimotor-aligned (a perspective parallel to par-
ticipants’ facing direction), and misaligned (a perspective par-
allel to neither of these perspectives) imagined headings.
Better (i.e., faster and/or more accurate) performance from
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the memory-aligned perspective than from the misaligned per-
spective would indicate that people establish an orientation-
specific memory during learning. Critically, if people can up-
date a map-acquired spatial representation, they should locate
a target object faster and/or more accurately from the
sensorimotor-aligned perspective than from the misaligned
perspective. In contrast, if people cannot update a map-
acquired spatial representation, there should be no difference
in the performance from these two perspectives. We also com-
pared performance from the memory-aligned perspective with
that from the sensorimotor-aligned perspective. If people lo-
cated target objects with greater angular errors and/or longer
latencies from the sensorimotor-aligned perspective than from
the memory-aligned perspective, but performed better and/or
faster than from the misaligned perspective, this would sug-
gest that people can update but that error accumulates during
the updating process.

In previous research, map learning and testing had been
operationalized in different ways, leading to seemingly incon-
sistent results across studies. For example, in the study by
Presson et al. (1989), the participants learned either a large
(4 × 4 m) or a small (0.4 × 0.4 m) map of four-point routes.
Then they were blindfolded and guided to a location corre-
sponding to a location on the route just learned, facing a di-
rection that was either aligned or contraligned with the learn-
ing direction. If the map was large, the participants performed
equivalently in the aligned and contraligned conditions, sug-
gesting that they were able to update their spatial representa-
tion. If the map was small, the participants made less-accurate
directional judgments (i.e., with more angular error) when
their facing direction was contraligned with the learning di-
rection than when it was aligned, suggesting that they were
unable to update their spatial representation. In contrast, in one
condition of a related study, employing the same type of small
four-point-route map (0.4 × 0.4 m), Giudice, Betty, and
Loomis (2011) had people learn a map and then rotate in place
while leaving the map behind them (rotate without map).
After rotation, the researchers observed that participants per-
formed equivalently from the learning direction and from their
facing direction, suggesting that the participants were able to
update their spatial representation.

The discrepancy in the results of these studies can be ex-
plained in terms of whether the task required participants to
project their map-acquired representation onto a real environ-
ment, or whether participants could perform the task by
updating the map itself. It is likely that the participants in
Giudice et al.’s (2011) study updated the map itself, in contrast
with the participants in the small-map condition in Presson
et al.’s (1989) study, who had to update an environment cor-
responding to the small map, and therefore had to project their
small-map representation onto that environment. Similarly,
the large map in Presson et al.’s study was equivalent to a
room-size layout, so participants did not have to project the

map-acquired information into the surrounding environment
before acting directly on it. Considering that people in daily
life usually learn from a small-scale map and then navigate in
a large environment corresponding to the map, in the present
study we defined spatial updating of a map-acquired represen-
tation as spatial updating in the real environment that is rep-
resented by the map. We employed the small-scale map para-
digm in Presson et al.’s study, in which the participants are
guided to a novel position in a real, room-size environment
after learning from a small map and are asked to imagine
themselves in the larger environment corresponding to the
map.

In Experiment 1, participants learned a map of a ten-object
array, and then were blindfolded and walked forward to the
middle of an open area in front of their study location. They
were asked to imagine they were standing at the center of the
map and facing parallel to the learning direction. Next, the
participants rotated in place to face an object on the map,
which had a facing direction with an angular deviation of
240 deg from the learning direction. Then, the participants
made spatial judgments from memory-aligned, sensorimo-
tor-aligned, and misaligned perspectives. Experiment 2 was
the same as Experiment 1, except that the participants were
tested in a distal room.We first describe how the experimental
manipulations affected latencies and absolute angular errors in
each of the experiments. Then we will combine the data from
the two experiments and use circular statistics to decompose
the error data into absolute heading errors, pointing variability,
and configuration errors, to better understand the factors that
contribute to differences in performance from imagined
perspectives.

Experiment 1

Method

Participants A total of 32 Nanjing University students (16
men and 16 women with normal or corrected-to-normal vi-
sion; age range 19–26) participated in this experiment for
monetary compensation.

Materials The participants learned a map, shown on a com-
puter screen approximately 40 cm in front of them. The map
had a circular shape (16.5 cm in diameter) and depicted a
cylindrical space that was 3 m in diameter. As is shown in
Fig. 1, the names of ten objects were surrounded by squares
and marked in white. The angles scissors–basket–candle and
scissors–basket–ball were 120 deg. The map scale was at the
bottom right of the screen, and the testing position was 2 m in
front of the learning position, in the middle of a 4× 4 m open
area.
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During testing, participants received instructions, including
an imagined heading instruction (e.g., BImagine you are facing
the scissors^) and a target-pointing instruction (e.g., BPlease
point to the phone^), via a wireless earphone from the com-
puter. They responded by indicating the direction of the target
object with a joystick.

Procedure and design Participants were initially familiar-
ized with the task and the joystick in several practice trials.
Then, the experimenter presented a box of the actual objects
that would be shown on the map and named each object for
the participants. After this, all of the objects were put away so
that from then on, the participant only sawmaps indicating the
locations of the objects.

Participants were then guided to sit in front of a computer
and were instructed to study the map on the screen. After a
fixation point, participants viewed the map for 30 s before the
presentation of a black-and-white chessboard mask.
Participants were then blindfolded and required to name and
point to every object on the screen in an arbitrary order. This
learning-pointing session was repeated 10 times. All of the
participants were able to point object locations quickly and
accurately by the 10th time.

After all of the learning-pointing sessions, the participants
were blindfolded. The experimenter moved away both the
table and the computer that were in front of the participant,
and escorted the participant straight forward to the testing
position. Then the participants were instructed to imagine
themselves in the environment corresponding to the map,
standing at the position of the basket and facing the scissors
(BPlease imagine you are in the environment corresponding to
the map, standing at the position of the basket and facing the
scissors^). Half of the participants were instructed to turn left
(counterclockwise) until they believed they were facing the
ball, and the other half to turn right (clockwise) until they
believed they were facing the candle (i.e., both groups were

asked to turn 240 deg). After that, all participants completed
two blocks of test trials, with each block including 24 trials.
Within each block, participants were asked to imagine that
they were facing one object (i.e., scissors, candle, or ball) on
each trial, and then to point to one of the other eight objects
except for the basket and the one they thought they were
facing. The three imagined perspectives were aligned with
the learning direction (memory-aligned), aligned with their
physical facing direction at test (sensorimotor-aligned), or
misaligned with their facing direction at test as well as with
the original study view (misaligned). For example, a partici-
pant who turned to face the ball at test would be asked to
imagine that he or she was facing the scissors (memory-
aligned perspective), the ball (sensorimotor-aligned perspec-
tive), or the candle (misaligned perspective). The trials were
presented in a pseudorandom order, such that the imagined
facing objects in adjacent trials were not the same. The prima-
ry dependent variables were pointing latency (measured as the
time from presentation of the name of the target object to the
pointing response) and absolute pointing error (measured as
the absolute angular difference between the judged pointing
direction and the actual direction of the target).

Results and discussion

The pointing latencies and absolute pointing errors were each
subjected to a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), with
imagined perspective (memory-aligned, sensorimotor-
aligned, misaligned) as the within-subjects variable.

Pointing latency The main effect of the imagined perspective
was significant, F(2, 62) = 30.07, p < .001, ηp

2 = .49. As is
shown in Fig. 2, pairwise comparisons showed that the partic-
ipants performed more quickly when imagining the memory-
aligned perspective than when imagining the misaligned per-
spective (a memory alignment effect), F(1, 31) = 38.10, p <
.001, ηp

2 = .55, 95% confidence interval (CI) [3.82, 7.59], and
more quickly when imagining the sensorimotor-aligned per-
spective than when imagining the misaligned perspective (a
sensorimotor alignment effect), F(1, 31) = 16.25, p < .001, ηp

2

= .34, CI [1.39, 4.25]. Moreover, the pointing latency was
significantly shorter when the participants imagined the
memory-aligned perspective rather than the sensorimotor-
aligned perspective, F(1, 31) = 29.75, p < .001, ηp

2 = .49, CI
[1.81, 3.96].

Absolute pointing error The main effect of the imagined
perspective was significant, F(2, 62) = 10.10, p < .001, ηp

2 =
.25. As is shown in Fig. 3, pairwise comparisons showed that
the absolute pointing error was significantly smaller from the
memory-aligned perspective than from the misaligned per-
spective (a memory alignment effect), F(1, 31) = 16.26, p <

Fig. 1 Map of the object array used in this study
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.001, ηp
2 = .34, 95% CI [5.22, 15.90]; the absolute pointing

error was not significantly smaller from the sensorimotor-
aligned perspective than from the misaligned perspective
(i.e., the sensorimotor alignment effect, although in the pre-
dicted direction, was not statistically significant), F(1, 31) =
2.26, p = .14, ηp

2 = .07, CI [–1.23, 8.09]. The absolute
pointing error was significantly smaller from the memory-
aligned perspective than from the sensorimotor-aligned per-
spective, F(1, 31) = 9.84, p = .004, ηp

2 = .24, CI [2.49, 11.75].

In summary, in Experiment 1 the memory alignment effect
was consistently found in pointing latencies and absolute
pointing errors, suggesting that after learning a map, the partic-
ipants established a spatial representation with a reference di-
rection that was parallel to the top of the map. The presence of a
sensorimotor alignment effect in pointing latencies indicated
that the participants also updated the map-acquired representa-
tion. There was also a suggestion of a sensorimotor alignment
effect in absolute pointing errors, in that errors were also small-
er from the sensorimotor-aligned perspective than from the
misaligned perspective, but the difference was not significant.
A post-hoc power analysis indicated that the power of the test
was relatively low (post-hoc power = .43; Faul, Erdfelder,
Lang, & Buchner, 2007). Although the sample size of
Experiment 1 was larger than those of previous studies with a
similar paradigm (Avraamides & Kelly, 2010; Kelly et al.,
2007), the effect size of the sensorimotor alignment effect in
absolute pointing errors in Experiment 1 was smaller than those
from the previous studies (3.43 deg, d = 0.27, as compared to
more than 10 deg in the Avraamides & Kelly, 2010, study).
Although the sensorimotor alignment effect in pointing laten-
cies was clear evidence that participants could update the map-
acquired representation, it appears that some error accumulated
during the updating process, leading to a small size of the
sensorimotor alignment effect in absolute pointing errors.

In Experiment 1, participants were tested in the learning
environment, so it was possible that the knowledge of the
immediate real environment may have influenced updating
of the retrieved map-acquired environment (Waller &
Hodgson, 2006). In Experiment 2, after learning the map,
the blindfolded participants were escorted to a novel testing
room. We expected that the participants would update the
map-acquired environment with less error if they were blind
to their immediate environment, so we expected to find a
larger effect size in Experiment 2. A power analysis (Faul
et al., 2007) indicated that assuming an effect size of 0.4
(i.e., an angular difference between the misaligned and
sensorimotor-aligned conditions of approximately 5 deg), an
N of 40 would be needed to obtain statistical power at the
recommended .80 level (Cohen, 1988).

In Experiment 1, the absolute pointing error was also larger
from the sensorimotor-aligned perspective than from the
memory-aligned perspective, and pointing latencies were
slower from the sensorimotor-aligned perspective than from
the memory-aligned perspective. These results suggest that it
takes more time to access the spatial representation in the
updating system than that in the memory system.

Experiment 2

The pointing latency results of Experiment 1 provided prelim-
inary evidence that participants can update an environment
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that that they do not perceive directly (i.e., one that they have
learned about only from a map). They might have accom-
plished this updating process in two possible ways. First, dur-
ing the learning phase, participants might encode the spatial
relations between the objects shown on the map so that they
construct an internal representation of the map. At the testing
location, they might then project this map-based representa-
tion onto the environment that they are situated in and update
the projected representation while they are rotating to a novel
direction. Second, since an open area was in front of the learn-
ing location, participants might have taken advantage of this
open area to project the spatial information from the map onto
that area during learning, possibly because they guessed the
intention of the experiment. In this case, they might have used
the spatial cues (such as windows or walls) in the real envi-
ronment to locate and remember the object locations. A pre-
vious study had shown that this strategy is effective for
updating described scenes (Avraamides & Kelly, 2010).

In order to differentiate these two possibilities, in
Experiment 2 the participants first learned the map in a
crowded faculty office with no open area and then were led
to a distal room for testing. If the spatial updating in
Experiment 1 was due to the deliberate combination of map
knowledge and the open area, the sensorimotor alignment
effect should be absent when participants were tested in the
distal room. On the contrary, if people can update a map-
acquired representation without combining it with the sur-
rounding environment during learning, the sensorimotor
alignment effect should occur even in a room that is distal
from the learning environment.

Method

Participants A total of 40 Nanjing University students (20
men and 20 women with normal or corrected-to-normal vi-
sion), ranging in age from 19 to 26 years (M = 21.83, SD =
2.15), participated in this experiment for monetary
compensation.

Materials, design, and procedure The experiment was con-
ducted in the same way as Experiment 1, except that the par-
ticipants learned the map in a furnished faculty office. The
faculty office measured 3 × 4 m, was furnished with typical
office furniture (e.g., bookshelves, sofa, desks, and chairs),
and included no open area. After learning the map, the partic-
ipants were blindfolded and guided on a meandering route to
the distal testing room, which was the same as the learning/
testing room in Experiment 1. Standing at the testing position,
they were asked to imagine themselves in the environment
corresponding to the map, standing at the basket and facing
the scissors. After that, they were asked to turn left/right to
face the ball/candle and performed the same spatial task as in
Experiment 1.

Results and discussion

The pointing latencies and absolute pointing errors were sub-
jected to a one-way ANOVA with imagined perspective
(memory-aligned, sensorimotor-aligned, misaligned) as the
within-subjects variable.

Pointing latency The main effect of the imagined perspective
was significant, F(2, 78) = 42.50, p < .001, ηp

2 = .52. As is
shown in Fig. 2, pairwise comparisons showed that the partic-
ipants performed more quickly when imagining the memory-
aligned perspective than when imagining the misaligned per-
spective (a memory alignment effect), F(1, 39) = 71.41, p
<.001, ηp

2 = .65, 95% CI [3.66, 5.97], and more quickly when
imagining the sensorimotor-aligned perspective than when
imagining the misaligned perspective (a sensorimotor align-
ment effect), F(1, 39) = 27.62, p < .001, ηp

2 = .42, CI [1.32,
2.97]. Moreover, the pointing latency was significantly small-
er from the memory-aligned perspective than from the
sensorimotor-aligned perspective, F(1, 39) = 21.57, p <
.001, ηp

2 = .36, CI [1.51, 3.83].

Absolute pointing error The main effect of imagined per-
spective was significant, F(2, 78) = 12.74, p < .001, ηp

2 =
.25. As is shown in Fig. 3, pairwise comparisons showed that
the absolute pointing error was significantly smaller when the
participants imagined the memory-aligned rather than the
misaligned perspective (a memory alignment effect), F(1,
39) = 23.79, p < .001, ηp

2 = .38, 95% CI [7.45, 18.00], and
the absolute pointing error was significantly smaller when
they imagined the sensorimotor-aligned rather than the
misaligned perspective (a sensorimotor alignment effect),
F(1, 39) = 11.78, p = .001, ηp

2 = .23, CI [3.33, 12.91]. The
absolute pointing error was marginally significantly smaller
when the participants imagined the memory-aligned perspec-
tive than when they imagined the sensorimotor-aligned per-
spective, F(1, 39) = 2.97, p = .09, ηp

2 = .07, CI [–0.80, 10.01].
The results of Experiment 2 were similar to those of

Experiment 1: Participants performed better (faster and
with less absolute pointing error) from the memory-
aligned perspective than from the misaligned perspective;
they also responded faster from the sensorimotor-aligned
than from the misaligned perspective. Critically, the senso-
rimotor alignment effect was also evident in absolute
pointing errors in this experiment (post hoc power = .96).
These results indicate that participants could retrieve the
map-acquired representation and project and update it in a
novel environment that they had never perceived. Since
there was no open area in the faculty office, it is unlikely
that the participants deliberately projected the map repre-
sentation and combined it with the surrounding environ-
ment during learning. Moreover, participants performed
the spatial task on the basis of memory alone, because they
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were blindfolded before entering the testing room and
throughout the testing phase.

Interestingly, as compared with Experiment 1, the angular
difference between the misaligned and sensorimotor-aligned
headings in Experiment 2 increased to 8.12 deg (d = 0.54),
supporting our hypothesis that the novelty of the immediate
environment was beneficial for participants in updating the
retrieved map-acquired representation. The difference be-
tween the memory-aligned and sensorimotor-aligned perspec-
tives was only marginally significant for this measure, also
supporting this hypothesis.

Because the only difference between Experiments 1 and
2 was the testing location, the absolute pointing error data
from the two experiments were combined and subjected to a
mixed-model ANOVA, with imagined perspective (memo-
ry-aligned, sensorimotor-aligned, misaligned) as the
within-subjects variable and testing location (same room,
distal room) as the between-subjects variable. The main
effect of imagined perspective was significant, F(2, 140)
= 21.27, p < .001, ηp

2 = .23. Pairwise comparisons showed
that the absolute pointing error from the memory-aligned
perspective was significantly smaller than that from the
misaligned perspective (a memory alignment effect), F(1,
70) = 38.73, p < .001, ηp

2 = .36, 95% CI [7.91, 15.37], and
smaller than that from the sensorimotor-aligned perspec-
tive, F(1, 70) = 10.53, p = .002, ηp

2 = .13, CI [2.26, 9.47].
The absolute pointing error was also significantly smaller
from the sensorimotor-aligned perspective than from the
misaligned perspective (a sensorimotor alignment effect),
F(1, 70) = 11.94, p = .001, ηp

2 = .15, CI [2.44, 9.11].
Neither the main effect of testing location nor the interac-
tion between testing location and imagined perspective was
significant, Fs < 1.

Analysis of sources of pointing errors

The absolute pointing error indicated that people performed
differently from different imagined perspectives. To provide
further insight into the factors that cause these differences, we
calculated the signed pointing errors for each trial. Then, fol-
lowing the analysis method introduced by Wang and Spelke
(2000) and adapted by Mou, McNamara, Rump, and Xiao
(2006; see also Xiao, Mou, & McNamara, 2009; Xiao &
Zhang, 2013), we computed each participant’s heading error,
pointing variability, and configuration error from each imag-
ined perspective. This type of analysis of pointing errors had
not been conducted in the previous studies of map learning
discussed earlier (e.g., Giudice et al., 2011; Presson et al.,
1989; Presson & Hazelrigg, 1984), and so is novel to this
study.

Heading error is defined as the mean of all the signed
pointing errors across trials, and this was computed for each

participant from each imagined perspective. This measures
constant bias in pointing; in ideal performance, the heading
error would be 0. Because there was no consistent direction of
bias across participants, we took the absolute value of each
participant’s heading error and averaged this across partici-
pants to compute the absolute heading error, to measure the
extent of the constant bias across participants. Pointing
variability is defined as the square root of the mean of the
variance of the signed errors for each target object, and it
measures consistency in how people point to the same object
over trials; more variance indicates more uncertainty about the
location of the objects. Configuration error is defined as the
standard deviation of the means of the signed pointing errors
per target object, which measures the fidelity of the object-to-
object spatial relations. If participants located objects very
accurately, the signed pointing error per target object would
be 0, and the configuration error would also be 0. If partici-
pants had a consistent bias when retrieving their spatial repre-
sentations but preserved the object-to-object spatial relations
very accurately, their pointing error per target object would
increase by the same amount in the same direction for each
object. In this situation, the configuration error would remain
0. The configuration error only increases when the fidelity of
object-to-object spatial relations is lower.

Because the only difference between Experiments 1 and 2
was the testing location, and because of the possible low pow-
er in Experiment 1, the measures of absolute heading error,
pointing variability, and configuration error in Experiments 1
and 2 were combined and subjected to mixed-model
ANOVAs, with imagined perspective (memory-aligned, sen-
sorimotor-aligned, misaligned) as the within-subjects variable
and testing location (same room, distal room) as the between-
subjects variable. The main effect of imagined perspective
was significant for absolute heading errors, F(2, 140) =
26.59, p < .001, ηp

2 = .28, and pointing variability, F(2, 140)
= 13.53, p < .001, ηp

2 = .16. As is shown in Table 1, pairwise
comparisons indicated that the absolute heading error was
smaller from the memory-aligned perspective than from both
the misaligned perspective, F(1, 70) = 54.25, p < .001, ηp

2 =
.44, 95% CI [11.28, 19.65], and the sensorimotor-aligned per-
spective, F(1, 70) = 32.05, p < .001, ηp

2 = .31, CI [7.01,
14.63]. The absolute heading error was marginally smaller
from the sensorimotor-aligned perspective than from the
misaligned perspective, F(1, 70) = 3.51, p = .07, ηp

2 = .05,
CI [–0.30, 9.59]. For pointing variability, the differences
among the three imagined perspectives were all significant.
The pointing variability was smaller from the memory-
aligned perspective than from both the misaligned perspec-
tive, F(1, 70) = 26.36, p < .001, ηp

2 = .27, CI [8.26, 18.74],
and the sensorimotor-aligned perspective, F(1, 70) = 6.77, p =
.01, ηp

2 = .09, CI [1.62, 12.25]. The pointing variability was
also smaller from the sensorimotor-aligned perspective than
from the misaligned perspective, F(1, 70) = 6.96, p = .01, ηp

2
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= .09, CI [1.60, 11.53]. However, there were no significant
differences among the three imagined perspectives in config-
uration errors, F(2, 140) = 2.19, p = .12, ηp

2 = .03. Finally, the
main effect of testing location was significant for pointing
variability, F(1, 70) = 6.42, p = .013, ηp

2 = .08; participants
who were tested in the learning room pointed to target objects
with more variance than did participants tested in the distal
room. No other effects were significant.

In summary, the analysis of sources of error revealed that
the memory alignment effect was evident in both absolute
heading errors and pointing variability, and the sensorimotor
alignment effect was evident primarily in pointing variability,
with a marginal effect for absolute heading errors. The differ-
ence between the memory-aligned perspective and the
sensorimotor-aligned perspective was also evident in both ab-
solute heading errors and pointing variability. However, we
found no evidence of differences in configuration errors for
the three imagined perspectives. The testing location only af-
fected pointing variability: Participants pointed with greater
variability when tested in the learning room than when in
the distal room.

General discussion

In two experiments, participants learned the layout of a spatial
array from a map, and we compared pointing performance
from three different imagined perspectives: one that was
aligned with the participants’ perspective during learning
(memory-aligned), one that was aligned with their body ori-
entation during testing (sensorimotor-aligned), and a novel
perspective that was aligned with neither of these
(misaligned). This design contrasts with those in previous
studies of map-acquired spatial representations, which tested
only memory-aligned and -contraligned perspectives (e.g.,
Presson & Hazelrigg, 1984). The superior performance for
the memory-aligned perspective in our study indicated that
participants established a spatial memory with a reference
direction, which was based on the orientation of the map dur-
ing learning. The superior performance for the sensorimotor-
aligned perspective relative to the misaligned perspective in-
dicated that participants could update their map-acquired

spatial memory during rotation. Furthermore, they performed
better from the memory-aligned perspective than from the
sensorimotor-aligned perspective, suggesting that although
they could update themap-acquired representation, some error
accumulated during movement, and further analyses indicated
that this accumulated error included both constant bias and
uncertainty, but did not affect the fidelity of object-to-object
spatial relations.

These results are consistent with the presence of alignment
effects in previous studies of map-acquired representations
(e.g., Presson et al., 1989; Presson & Hazelrigg, 1984;
Richardson et al., 1999; Sholl, 1987). In the introduction, we
raised two alternative possible explanations of the alignment
effects in these previous studies. One explanation was that
people establish an orientation-specific representation but fail
to update it during rotation; the other was that people can
update the orientation-specific representation but accumulate
error during rotation. The present results favor the latter ex-
planation, in that we found evidence for better performance
(fewer errors and shorter latencies) for sensorimotor-aligned
than for misaligned perspectives.

However, we should note that the present study does not
exclude the possibility that participants failed to update in the
earlier studies of map-acquired representations (i.e., Presson
et al., 1989; Presson & Hazelrigg, 1984; Richardson et al.,
1999; Sholl, 1987). Most current theories of spatial cognition
agree on the dichotomy of an online spatial-updating system
and an offline spatial memory system (Avraamides & Kelly,
2008; Burgess, 2006; Mou, Fan, McNamara, & Owen, 2008;
Sholl, 2001; Waller & Hodgson, 2006; Wang & Spelke,
2002). In most circumstances, the spatial-updating system
keeps track of the individual’s immediate real environment
(online spatial representation) but not remote and/or imagined
environments (offline spatial memories). Only under certain
conditions, which encourage people to connect the spatial-
updating system and the retrieved spatial memory, are people
able to update the remote and/or imagined environment
(Avraamides, Galati, & Papadopoulou, 2013; Avraamides &
Kelly, 2008; Kelly et al., 2007). One such condition may be
when people are asked to imagine that they are in a distal
environment surrounded by target objects. In the present
study, participants were given instructions to imagine that they

Table 1 Means (and standard deviations) of absolute heading errors, pointing variability, and configuration errors, as a function of imagined
perspective

Imagined Perspective

Memory Aligned Sensorimotor Aligned Misaligned

Absolute heading error 7.20 (6.29) 18.06 (15.10) 22.97 (17.75)

Pointing variability 25.70 (16.88) 32.44 (16.40) 39.32 (16.88)

Configuration error 40.01 (21.27) 34.89 (15.74) 38.30 (14.80)
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were in the environment they learned from the map. However,
in previous studies of map-based representations (e.g.,
Presson et al., 1989; Presson & Hazelrigg, 1984; Richardson
et al., 1999; Sholl, 1987), there were no such instructions. It is
possible that although people can update a map-based repre-
sentation, they did not spontaneously project their map-based
representations to the surrounding environments in previous
studies of map-acquired representations; that is, the instruc-
tions in these studies did not create the conditions under which
people can update their map-based representations.

For example, in the study by Presson and Hazelrigg (1984),
after participants had learned the map, no instruction guided
them to deliberately imagine that they were in the environ-
ment corresponding to the map. The participants were
blindfolded and wheeled to the testing location, facing the
opposite direction from the learning perspective. Then they
were informed that they were in a particular location and fac-
ing direction on the route and were asked to point to an object.
It is highly likely that under these circumstances, their map-
acquired representation did not connect with their online
updating system. That is, when wheeled from the learning
position to the testing location, it is likely that the participants
only updated their immediate environment, and not the map-
acquired environment, and then after being wheeled, they re-
trieved their map-acquired representation in offline memory
from the learning perspective during testing.

The analysis of sources of pointing error indicated that the
accumulated errors during spatial updating included constant
bias (heading error) and the uncertainty of the representation
(pointing variability), but not the fidelity of object-to-object
spatial relations (configuration error). According to Kelly
et al. (2007), the presence of a memory alignment effect and
a sensorimotor alignment effect indicate the coexistence of
spatial representations in the memory system and the updating
system. The present results suggest that the representation in
the memory system is the most accurate (i.e., has the least
consistent bias and uncertainty). When rotating to a novel
direction, it appears that although people do update object
locations, they accumulate both consistent bias and uncertain-
ty of the representation. During testing, when people were
asked to imagine the array from the misaligned perspective,
they had to either mentally rotate the array with respect to
themselves or mentally rotate themselves with respect to the
array. This mental rotation process also increased both the
constant bias and the uncertainty of the representation.

It is interesting that people also took longer to locate targets
from the sensorimotor-aligned perspective than from the
memory-aligned perspective. There are two possible explana-
tions of this result. One is that the latency might reflect the
additional uncertainty of the representation following
updating, because it takes longer to decide on a response
based on an uncertain representation. Another possibility is
that access to spatial representations in memory is faster than

access to spatial representations in the updating system. In the
present study, people had to switch among three imagined
perspectives from trial to trial, which might have led to inter-
ference between the retrieved, updated, and imagined repre-
sentations (cf. May, 2004).

Neither the spatial-updating nor the mental rotation pro-
cesses affected the fidelity of the object-to-object spatial rela-
tions. It is perhaps not surprising that the object-to-object spa-
tial relations remained the same after spatial updating and
mental rotation, because a previous study had indicated that
after learning object-to-object relations from a map, these re-
lations are preserved even after participants are disoriented
(Xiao & Zhang, 2013).

Another notable finding is that participants whowere tested
in the learning room pointed to target objects with more var-
iance than did participants tested in the novel room (apart from
pointing variability, the two groups performed equivalently in
all other dependent variables). This difference might be attrib-
uted to interference from the surrounding real environment
(Waller & Hodgson, 2006). When participants were tested in
the environment that they had seen during learning (in Exp. 1),
they had to project their map-acquired representation to an
imagined environment that overlapped with their current sur-
rounding real environment. During updating, they probably
automatically updated their surrounding real environment
(Wang, 2004), which might have interfered with updating
the projected imagined map-acquired representation, reducing
the precision of their imagined environment. In Experiment 2,
however, the participants had no knowledge of the surround-
ing environment during testing because they were blindfolded
before entering the testing room, thus minimizing any inter-
ference from the immediate environment. It is interesting that
knowledge of the immediate environment only affected the
precision (pointing variability), but not the accuracy (heading
or configuration error), of the projected imagined map-
acquired representation, suggesting that knowledge of the im-
mediate environment interfered with the imagined environ-
ment, adding variance to the estimates of object locations.

In this study, we chose to study map updating in a vista-
scale environment (cf. Montello, 1993)—that is, an environ-
ment (in this case a room) that is visible from a single perspec-
tive. In everyday life, maps are more typically used for navi-
gating to unseen locations in environmental-scale spaces, such
as a city or building, that can only be apprehended by moving
through the environment. Our first reason for studying map
updating in a vista-scale environment was for consistency
with previous research (Evans & Pezdek, 1980; Presson
et al., 1989; Presson & Hazelrigg, 1984; Sholl, 1987). A sec-
ond reason was that we wished to isolate the process of map
updating from other aspects of navigating, such as planning
and executing the best route to a goal location. A third reason
was that map updating in a room-scale environment is an
ecologically valid task, in that people often use maps in
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environments of this scale—for example, in planning the re-
arrangement of furniture in a room. In future studies, it will be
important to study how people update map-based representa-
tions when navigating unseen distal target location(s).

In summary, in this study we found that after learning a
map, people established an orientation-dependent memory,
and that they could project this memory into an imagined
environment and update it during movement. As compared
to imagining facing a novel perspective, people’s physical
movements helped them keep track of their current heading
and maintain a relatively precise representation of the spatial
array. This spatial-updating process is effortful and introduces
errors—specifically, heading error and pointing variability.
However, the object-to-object spatial relations are preserved
during the spatial-updating and mental rotation processes, in-
dicating that contrary to earlier accounts, people can update
map-acquired representations.
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